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PRACTICE QUESTIONS OF 
VOICE
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Q.1

We expect that they will elect him .

a) It is expected that he will be elected .

b) It is expected that he will have been elected .

c) It is expected that they would have elected .

d) None of these 
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Q.2

God gives us happiness .

a) Happiness is given by God .

b) Happiness is being given to us by God .

c) Happiness has been given by God .

d) None of these .
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Q.3

He wrote a letter.

a) A letter was written by him .

b) A letter was written by him .

c) A letter was wrote by him .

d) None of these .
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Q.4 The teacher punished the students who had not done 

their homework .

a) The students who had not their homework had been 

punished by their teacher .

b) The students were punished by their teacher had not done 

their homework .

c) The students who had not done their homework were 

punished by the teacher .

d) None of these.
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Q.5

People claim to have seen the suspect in several cities .

a) The suspect is being seen in several cities .

b) The suspect has been the people in several cities .

c) The suspect is claimed to have been seen in several cities .

d) None of these .
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Q.6

You will have finished this work by tomorrow .

a) This work will have been finished by tomorrow .

b) This work will be finished by tomorrow .

c) This work will have been finished by tomorrow .

d) None of these .
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Q.7

The noise of the traffic kept me awake .

a) I remained awake by the noise of the traffic .

b) I was kept walking by the noise of the traffic .

c) I was kept awake by the noise of the traffic .

d) None of these .
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Q.8

Rain disrupted the last day’s play between Australia and 

India .

a) The last day’s play of Australia and India was disrupted by 

Rain .

b) The last day’s play of Australia and India was disrupted by 

Rain .

c) The last day’s play between  Australia and India was 

disrupted by Rain .
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Q.9

He offered me all the money at my command .

a) I was offered all the money at my command by him .

b) I took all his money at my money .

c) He commanded all the money at my hand to me .

d) None of these .
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Q.10

Ram might have given their students some concessions.

a) Their students might have given some concessions by 

Ram .

b) Their students might have  been given some concessions 

by Ram .

c) Their students might be giving  concessions by Ram .

d) None of these .
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Q.11

We found the lock broken last night .

a) The lock was found by us breaking last night .

b) The lock was found  broken by us last night .

c) The lock was broken by us last night .

d) None of these .
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Q.12

One must keep one’s promises .

a) One’s promises are  kept .

b) One’s promises must be kept .

c) One’s promises were kept .

d) None of these .
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Q.13

They have cut all the telephone wires .

a) All the telephone wires will be cut .

b) All the telephone wires had been cut .

c) All the telephone wires have been cut .

d) All the telephone wires shall be cut . 
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Q.14

I shall write a letter . 

a) A letter is writing by me .

b) A letter will be written by me .

c) A letter is written by me .

d) A letter shall have been written by me .
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Q.15

Do not inform the police about the robbery . 

a) The police don’t be informed about the robbery .

b) Let the police be informed about the robbery .

c) Let not the police be informed about the robbery .

d) The police need to be informed by the robbery .s
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Q.16

They have spotted me in the crowd .

a) I am spotted by them in the crowd .

b) I will have spotted by them in the crowd .

c) I have been spotted by them in the crowd .

d) I would have been spotted by them in the crowd .
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Q.17

The manager has not signed the cheques carefully .

a) The cheques have been not signed carefully by the 

manager .

b) The cheques have not been signed carefully by the 

manager .

c) The cheques were not been signed by the manager .

d) None of these .
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Q.18

We sent a message of congratulations to her .

a) A message of congratulations was sent to her .

b) A message of congratulations are sent to her .

c) A message of congratulations is sent to her .

d) A message of congratulations will be sent to her .
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Q.19

A poem was being written by me .

a) I have been writing a poem .

b) I had been writing a poem .

c) I am writing a poem .

d) I was writing a poem .
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Q.20

I kept the flowers in a vase .

a) The flowers had been kept in a vase .

b) The flowers were kept in a vase .

c) The flowers have been kept in a vase .

d) The flowers are kept in a vase .s
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Q.21

Bring a glass of water .

a) Let a glass of water be brought .

b) Let a glass of water is brought by me .

c) Let a glass of water has to be brought by 

me .

d) Let a glass of water is to be brought by me 

.s
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Q.22

India is evolving a new plan to control her population .

a) A new plan is evolved by India to control her population .

b) A new plan was being evolved to control her population .

c) A new plan is being evolved to control her population .

d) A new plan has been evolved to control her population.
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Q.23

We found the lock broken last night .

a) The lock was found broken by us last night .

b) The lock was found by us breaking last night .

c) The lock was broken by us last night .

d) The broken lock we found last night .
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Q.24

All previous ages are far surpassed in knowledge by our age 

.

a) Our age far surpassed all previous ages in knowledge .

b) Our age far surpassing all previous ages in knowledge.

c) Our age  will far surpasses all previous ages in knowledge.

d) Our age far surpasses all previous ages in knowledge.
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Q.25

Give her a 50% raise in salary .

a) She should give a 50 % raise in salary .

b) Let her being given a 50 % raise in salary .

c) She should have given a 50 % raise in salary.

d) Let her given a 50 % raise in salary.
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Q.26

Absolute liberty is enjoyed by us in matters of food and 

dress.

a) We have enjoyed absolute liberty in matters of food and 

dress.

b) We will enjoy absolute liberty in matters of food and dress.

c) We enjoy absolute liberty in matters of food and dress.

d) We are enjoying absolute liberty in matters of food and 

dress.
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Q.27

He gifted her a ring .

a) A ring was gifted to her by him .

b) A ring was gifted to him by her .

c) A ring has been gifted to her by him .

d) A ring had been gifted to her by him .
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Q.28

May you be blessed with health and happiness.

a) You may bless with health and happiness .

b) May bless with health and happiness be blessed by you!

c) May heath and happiness bless you !

d) May God bless you with heath and happiness !
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Q.29

Let these ancient texts be preserved for posterity .

a) You must preserve these ancient texts for posterity .

b) Let us preserve these ancient texts for posterity .

c) Let these ancient texts preserve us for posterity.

d) We have to preserve these ancient texts for posterity.
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Q.30

Were you sent summons by the court ?

a) Is the court sending you summons ?

b) Will the court send you summons ?

c) Has the court sent you summons ?

d) Had the court sent you summons ?
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